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About This Game

New edition of Deadly Curse. One of the best horror game!!! Deadly Curse: Insane Nightmare Edition is placing you in the
midst of an action-packed adventure game where you are in control. You enter a mental hospital where doctors are

experimenting on patients unlike never before. A priest is here to help the doctors without knowing the stuff they do to those
patients.

One day, one of the patients tells him about what is happening. He had his lips saw by the nurse, and he is only one of the few
that had to deal with these horrific things. The priest casts a spell on the hospital in order to save it and the idea here is that spell

reverses things to the point where the crew is dealing with the stuff that those patients had to endure.

The security guy and maid did not agree to all these things, but they are still trapped inside the hospital without any means to get
out. Even if the police got close to the hospital, no one was able to get in or out of that facility.

Deadly Curse starts 60 years after the aforementioned events and you take the role of a researcher that gets lost in the jungle and
he ends up trying to stay away from weeds in a barren hospital. Little does he know that he is inside the fabled cursed hospital.

Gameplay:
A you explore the hospital, you will have to find the 10 pictures took by the maid 60 years ago. You will also need to find the
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key with those pictures. However, the hospital is cursed and you will find lots of ghosts and enemies in there. You don’t have
any weapon either, so you must make sure that you avoid any dangerous situations.

If your heart rate goes over 160, you will die. That’s why you need to find a way to eliminate those enemies before the heart rate
goes too high. All you have is an emergency kit and a battery. Are these tools enough to keep you safe?

You will have to deal with many dangerous situations as you play Deadly Curse. But that’s the thing that pushes the experience
onward and makes you enjoy the game even more than ever before. It’s a fantastic, way to explore a barren, haunted hospital

while also trying to uncover what experiments took place 60 years ago in that mental institution.

Be prepared, the things you will uncover are not pleasant, but they may help you find a solution to a current day situation as
well.

Features:

-Use an emergency kit in order to decrease the heart rate.

-Your flashlight is needed if you want to explore the hospital in safety
Batteries are needed for your flashlight, otherwise you will have to explore in darkness.
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Title: Deadly Curse: Insane Nightmare
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Electrical Eagle
Publisher:
Electrical Eagle
Release Date: 9 Oct, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8, 10

Processor: Intel® Core™ i5-2500 @3.3 GHz / AMD FX-8320 @3.5 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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